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New Titles for Children and Young People
Adoff, Arnold. IAm the Running Girl; illus. by Ronald Himler. Harper, 1979. 78-14083. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-06-020094-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020095-2. 40p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.89 net.
Adoffs poems flow from one to another, evocative and insistent in their rhythm,
R free in form; Himler's pencil sketches echo the concentration and the elation of the
3-5 running girl through whom the poet speaks. The girl speaks of her mother, who used
to run and who now cycles along on early morning runs, she speaks of her feeling of
affinity for all the other girls who are running, of the joy of the long pull of muscles,
the hard breaths, and the concentration of that last spurt that wins a race. Potent
stuff.
Aiken, Joan. The Kingdom Under The Sea and Other Stories; illus. by Jan Pienkowski.
Jonathan Cape, 1979. ISBN 0-224-61882-2. 104p. $7.95.
First published in England, eleven folktales from eastern Europe are retold in a
R graceful, witty style that has a distinctive narrative flow yet preserves the directness
5-7 of the oral tradition. Save for Berlic-Mazuranic's Croatian Tales of Long Ago, the
source for three of the stories, no sources are cited. The collection includes two
quasi-religious stories, one of which is unexpectedly humorous; most of the tales,
however, are the traditional hand-of-princess, or kindness-rewarded, or magical-
intervention stories common in all traditional lore. The illustrations are striking;
some of the pictures are in silhouette, effectively detailed and often comic, but even
more attractive are those pictures in which Pienkowski has used silhouette against
backgrounds of colorful marbling. The tales and the pictures are beautifully matched.
Alexander, Sue. Seymour the Prince; illus. by Lillian Hoban. Pantheon Books, 1979. 78-
31406. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84141-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94141-1. 48p. (I Am
Reading Books) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.99 net.
When the Maple Street Club decides to put on a performance of "Sleeping
R Beauty," Seymour balks at being assigned the role of the Prince, since he's sure that
1-2 the audience will laugh at him when he kisses Sleeping Beauty. He stalls and fumes
for days, is told somebody else will take the role, mopes because his friends are all
busy with the production, and worries because they threaten to cashier him if he
won't cooperate. He is asked to stand in at dress rehearsal and discovers it's a
performance, and he is surprised and delighted when his kiss of life is greeted by
applause and cheers rather than laughter. The slightly scruffy Hoban children are just
right for the story, which-despite the slight overemphasis on Seymour's traumatic
reaction to kissing a girl-is amusing, light in tone and easy to read, nicely con-
structed, and has large print set off by ample white space.
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Aliki. The Two of Them; written and illus. by Aliki. Greenwillow, 1979. 79-10161. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-688-80225-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84225-9. 32p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library
ed. $7.63 net.
Soft pencil and crayon drawings capture the tender tone of a poetic text, sedate but
R touching, about the love between a child and her grandparent. All through her in-
K-3 fancy he makes her things to use and play with, tells her stories and sings to her;
* when she is a little older he gladly accepts her help with his work, "and every year
she loved him even more than the things he made for her." Then her grandfather
becomes bedridden, and she brings him food, and sings to him, and tells him stories
just as he did when she was a baby. She knows he will die, but is not aware of how
deep her grief will be. When he dies, she sits in the orchard he loves and thinks of how
the blossoms come each year and are followed by the fruit, and, the story ends, "She
would be there to watch it grow, and pick the fruit, and to remember." A quiet,
poignant book.
Allen, Maury. Ron Guidry; Louisiana Lightning. Harvey House, 1979. 78-73752. ISBN
0-8178-6175-0. 72p. illus. with photographs. $5.39.
A sports biography that is likely to appeal to readers more because of their interest
M in baseball than because of any quality of the writing style, which is routinely adula-
5-6 tory and peppered with phrases like ". . . the best pitcher in baseball .. ." or,
speaking of the point at which a younger, discouraged Guidry follows his wife's
suggestion that they go back to New York, "At that instant a star was born." Guidry
had been en route to his Louisiana home, depressed because the Yankee manager
had kept him idle. This has some personal material but it focuses on Guidry's
baseball career; while some statistical material is included in the text, no compilation
of his pitching record is included.
Ancona, George. It's a Baby! written and illus. with photographs by George Ancona. Dutton,
1979. 79-10453. ISBN 0-525-32598-0. 48p. $7.95.
Photographs record stages in a baby's growth and his increasing mastery of skills in
Ad the first year of life; the text is brief, clear, and descriptive, nicely correlated with the
K-2 pictures. Pablo, new-born, is shown in the first photograph; then he learns to smile,
to respond, to try using his hands and feet, and-by the time he's a year old-is
sitting alone, walking, gazing solemnly at himself in a mirror, and being cuddled by
various friends and family members. This isn't the only book that gives an account of
a baby's first year via photography, but it's nicely scaled in brevity and simplicity of
text for the read-aloud audience.
Angell, Judie. Secret Selves. Bradbury, 1979. 79-12710. ISBN 0-87888-158-1. 192p. $7.95.
Thirteen-year-old Julie has a crush on Rusty, and is egged on by her friend Ellen
R into telephoning him, pretending she's looking for a "Wendell Farnham." Rusty is so
6-8 pleased by having a telephone call, just like his older brother, that he says he is
Wendell. Julie says she's Barbara. And so begins a long series of calls in which both
display their best traits, while at school Rusty ignores shy Julie and Julie finds Rusty
overbearing. It's Julie's grandmother, who's been eavesdropping on an extension,
who brings the two together to face their duplicity and to discover that the "pre-
tense" of their other selves is not pretense at all, but simply the existence of interests
and traits each had been too self-conscious to exhibit when they met. It's an original
conception, nicely executed and perceptive in its insight into the difficulties of the
boy-girl relationship in adolescence. The writing is weakened slightly by the shifting
of viewpoint (not only Julie's and Rusty's viewpoint, but those of several minor
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characters) but the book holds up well nevertheless, and the writing is strengthened
by the natural dialogue.
Aruego, Jose. We Hide, You Seek; written and illus. by Jose Aruego and Ariane Dewey.
Greenwillow, 1979. 78-13638. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80201-X; Library ed. ISBN
0-688-84201-1. 38p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63 net.
There are only three lines of text (and they're all that is needed) in a picture book in
R which a rhinoceros attempts to find his varied animal friends as they play a game of
2-5 hide and seek. The pictures have humor and vitality as well as a game element; most
yrs. of the animals are well-camouflaged by their protective coloration, so that the rhino
* barges about surrounded by dozens of friends but can't see them. Finally boredom
sets in and the hunter chases a butterfly; after a tumble, he announces he wants his
turn to hide. Last page, a nice visual gag: the rhino is in full sight, but he's in the
midst of a herd of rhinos, and the other animals look on, baffled; they know he's
there, but which one is he? Aruego and Dewey have outdone themselves visually;
endpaper drawings identify the many animals.
Ayal, Ora. Ugbu; written and illus. by Ora Ayal; tr. by Naomi L6w Nakao. Harper, 1979.
79-1716. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-020307-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020308-0. 31p. Trade
ed. $6.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
A small child pretends that a chair is her dog, which she names Ugbu. At night
M Ugbu watches over Maya, during the day they play and eat ice cream and go for a
3-5 walk. The illustrations, very simple paintings with no background clutter, show the
yrs. chair with legs or top collapsed as it sits or bends down to eat. Maybe, the text
concludes, the next day Maya will have a horse (chair) or a giraffe (chair). The book
expresses the imaginative way in which small children endow inanimate objects with
life as they play, but it is limited as a story, in part because of its lack of substance
and in part because of its lack of story line.
Balian, Lorna. A Sweetheart for Valentine; written and illus. by Lorna Balian. Abingdon,
1979. 79-3957. ISBN 0-687-40771-0. 32p. $8.95.
A new explanation for the origin of Valentine's Day is furnished in a blithe, silly
R tale of True Love. It begins when the entire village of St. Valentine is awakened by
K-3 the bawling of a large infant who had been left on the steps of city hall. Adopted by
the village as everybody's baby, she is named Valentine and she proceeds to grow at
an alarming rate. It's hard to keep up with her need for food and impossible to clothe
her, since she's gigantic. Her family builds a floral bower in lieu of clothing; every-
thing is fine except for the fact that all the other young people are marrying and
having babies. Valentine cries so much that she irrigates the village gardens. Along
comes a huge, dirty young man with a broken toe. They instantly dislike each other,
but hostility turns to love. Valentine lets loose another flood of tears because she
can't get married, literally not having a thing to wear. The resourceful villagers make
her a beautiful dress of flowers, Valentine and her sweetheart wed (he has to hold the
minister in the palm of his huge hand during the ceremony) and every year from that
day-February 14-on, the village celebrates Valentine's Day. The pictures show a
blob-nosed, freckled Valentine being ministered to by the tiny villagers who think
she's beautiful. Sprightly and funny.
Baylor, Byrd. Your Own Best Secret Place; illus. by Peter Parnall. Scribner, 1979. 78-21243.
ISBN 0-684-16111-7. 32p. $9.95.
The spare but effective use of color accents the sophisticated simplicity of Parnall's
line in illustrations that are, as they have been in earlier books by Baylor, a dramatic
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foil for the quiet, lyric prose. Here, as in all her books, Baylor celebrates the beauty
R of nature and her own feelings of rapport with it. The text, printed in one, two, or
2-4 three columns on the pages, describes a girl's finding a tree-hollow haven; in it there
are some belongings and some notes left by a William Cruz who, in honor of the tree,
changes his signature to "William Cottonwood." Hoping to hear of him, the girl tells
some other children, each of whom has his or her own secret retreat that can be
shared by William Cottonwood if he ever comes back. There's little action or devel-
opment, but the book conveys vividly both the sense of peaceful fulfillment in nature
and the sense of satisfaction in a private retreat.
Berenstain, Michael. The Lighthouse Book; written and illus. by Michael Berenstain. McKay,
1979. 78-23175. ISBN 0-679-20777-5,. 32p. $6.95.
Profusely illustrated with carefully detailed line drawings, the text describes light-
Ad houses from ancient Egyptian times to today. The text is continuous, describing
3-5 some of the famous lighthouses of the past (the Pharos, the Eddystone Lights) and
some of the lightships and lighthouses in use today; it also includes cutaway drawings
and textual descriptions of the various parts of a typical lighthouse. Coverage is
rather slight, and the book lacks an index, however, so that its usefulness is limited.
Berrill, Jacquelyn. Wonders of How Animals Learn; written and illus. by Jacquelyn Berrill.
Dodd, 1979. 79-14529. ISBN 0-396-07701-3. 79p. $5.95.
Carefully detailed black and white drawings illustrate a book that describe the
Ad ways animals learn, from the responses to smell and sight of the infant young to the
4-6 more complicated behavior patterns that enable the individual to'protect itself, feed
itself, fit into the group, and communicate. Berrill distinguishes between instinctive
and learned responses, often pointing out similarities between the behavior of the
human infant and those of other species. The text is logically organized and simply
written; it includes the results of scientists' observations and experiments, although
there are some inaccuracies, and concludes with descriptions of the ways in which
some primates in laboratories have learned to communicate, through various de-
vices, by responding to human language. A brief index is included.
Bosse, Malcolm. The 79 Squares. T. Y. Crowell, 1979. 79-7591. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-03999-
9; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04000-8. 185p. Trade ed. $7.95; library ed. $7.89 net.
On probation for breaking school windows, on bad terms with his family, newly
Ad accepted by a tough gang, Eric isn't quite sure why he has become intrigued by old
7-9 Mr. Beck. A new resident of the town, the eighty-two-year-old man lives alone with
his daughter, and from his wheelchair he gives Eric imperious and explicit commands
to know his (Beck's) garden; Eric must measure it and divide it into squares, getting
to known the flora and fauna really well. Eric does, and even gets books from the
library as he becomes more interested. He learns that Beck has been released from
jail, is warned by the police that-as a probationer-he should stay away from Beck.
He doesn't, feeling that he's the old man's only friend. The word gets out that Beck
had murdered his wife, and Eric is injured trying to defend him from the malicious
onslaught of the gang. Beck is injured also. The gathering venom of the townspeople
turns from Beck to the gang leader. Eric recovers, as does Beck, but when Eric goes
to see the old man he finds him dead in his garden wheelchair. Bosse has some
impressive things to say about understanding, forgiveness, and loyalty, but the book
is marred as a narrative--despite competent writing--by the many long passages
about Eric's detailed observations in the garden (sometimes several pages long) and
by the abrupt if logical ending.
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Bradley, Virginia Jonas. Bend to the Willow. Dodd, 1979. 79-52036. ISBN 0-396-07718-8. 192p.
$6.95.
Ellen Barlow, just out of college, tells the story of her first months as a high school
M teacher. It is 1935, relevant only peripherally, and the small Nebraska town of Spring
7-9 Willow seems parochial; Ellen is so concerned about her own problem (she was at the
wheel when an accident occurred, killing both her parents, and she cannot remember
the crucial moments of the crash) and her grief that she cannot relate to the people
she meets. Gradually she becomes aware of the problems of others, and begins to
appreciate them; she remembers, when she is driving hurriedly to see a friend who's
been injured, the buried facts about the accident that ended the lives of her parents,
and is relieved to know that her mother had grabbed for the wheel, that she hadn't
herself been responsible for the two deaths. The handling of Ellen's fearful blocking
of the past is long-drawn, and the interstices are filled with material that gives a fair
picture of the intricacy of a small town's social fabric but that has little to do with the
central problem of the book. Characterization and writing style are adequate.
Branscum, Robbie. Toby Alone. Doubleday, 1979. 78-22152. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-14017-7;
Library ed. ISBN 0-385-14018-5. 117p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $8.90 net.
Branscum, Robbie. Toby and Johnny Joe. Doubleday, 1979. 78-22153. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-
13035-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-13036-8. 99p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $8.90
net.
In sequels to Toby, Granny and George, Branscum takes the characters of her
Ad rural Arkansas community into marriage and the war years. In Toby Alone, Toby is
6-8 fourteen. Naive, shrewd, hot-tempered, and stalwart, she mourns the death of her
beloved Granny and fights for Johnny Joe when he becomes infatuated with a pretty
newcomer and proposes to her. Toby is the narrator in both books, and part of their
strength lies in the candor of her expression, especially when she's feeling disturbed.
In the second book, which begins with Toby's and Johnny Joe's wedding, Toby is
sixteen and frank in describing the joys of sex. She and Johnny Joe work hard at
farming, delight in their lovemaking, and are pleased when they know they have
conceived a child. But Johnny Joe volunteers for service the day after Pearl Harbor,
and Toby is alone again, worried but coping. She loses her baby and doesn't hear
from Johnny Joe until he writes to say he's lost a leg and won't be coming back to
burden her; Toby then snaps out of her depression and fights, via some deviously
deceitful letters, to get her man back. Last page, Toby waits on the hillside where
they first mated, and her husband appears; and "a crutch went one way and clothes
another." This True Romance ending typifies the note of banality that's crept into the
last two books, which also seem more heavily laden with corn-pone dialect than the
first, particularly in the exchange of letters: it isn't that there are spelling errors but
that ("Wal, let me tell ye . .. ") the phonetic spelling of regional dialect doesn't seem
natural. The books do have the same vitality and humor as the first book, and the
same strong depiction of colorful characters, major and minor.
Brenner, Barbara. Beware! These Animals Are Poison; illus. by Jim Spanfeller. Coward, 1979.
77-27591. ISBN 0-698-20438-7. 63p. $7.95.
In a brisk, informally written text Brenner describes some of the animal forms that
Ad are poisonous, dividing them by the way they deliver their venom, i.e. via tentacles,
3-5 fangs, stings, spines etc. The information is accurate but not comprehensive, the
book weakened by the fact that the illustrations give no facts about comparative size
(although some indication is often given in the text), and by the fact that the list at the
back of the book, which gives habitats and scientific names, is alphabetically ar-
ranged by species: "Giant Water Bug" rather than "Water Bug," "Tarantula Hawk
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and other Wasps," rather than "Wasps," and "Sidewinder" and "Boomslang"
rather than entries under "Snakes."
Brown, Marcia Joan. Listen To A Shape; written and illus. with photographs by Marcia Joan
Brown. Watts, 1979. 78-31616. Trade ed. ISBN 0-531-02383-4; Library ed. ISBN
0-531-02930-1. 32p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $7.90 net.
Already distinguished for her versatility, Brown adds a new medium to her rep-
R ertory in this concept book, illustrated with handsome full-color photographs accom-
2-4 panying a poetic text. The pictures are all of natural objects: the spikes of iris buds in
spring, the circle made by dandelion petals, the curved shadow of a straight tree limb,
the wind-made ripples on sand or water. "What shape is a cloud? ... What shape is a
flame?" the captions ask, or comment "A miracle: Young things have inside them
the plan for the shape they will become. So do you!" This can stir a child's imagina-
tion, teach observation, and encourage aesthetic appreciation.
Clifton, Lucille. The Lucky Stone; illus. by Dale Payson. Delacorte, 1979. 78-72862. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-440-05121-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-440-05122-3. 64p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library
ed. $6.46 net.
There are stories within the story that Tee tells, anecdotes from her great-
R grandmother's life; the framing story is, save for one incident, just a setting for
3-5 Great-grand's tales but it is pervaded by the loving-kindness of the relationship
between the child and the old woman. The lucky stone is the linking device: the first
story tells how it was given to Great-grand when she was a girl, the second how it
saved the life of the woman who gave it to her, and in another anecdote it serves to
bring Great-grand and the boy who later became her husband together. Without
sentimentality but with genuine sentiment, Clifton brings out the depth and sweet-
ness of the relationship; the stories are told with a good sense of narrative in the oral
tradition, and with just enough dialect and idiom to color withiout burdening the
language.
Cobb, Vicki. Truth On Trial; The Story of Galileo Galilei; illus. by George Ulrich. Coward,
1979. 79-237. ISBN 0-698-30709-7. 63p. $5.49.
While Cobb introduces invented dialogue, most of her text is authoritative in a
R biography that focuses on Galileo's ideas rather than his personal life. She makes the
4-5 question of conflicting theories the center of the book, explaining lucidly the dif-
ferences between Ptolemaic and Copernican theories of the structure of the universe;
equally vivid is her presentation of Galileo's persecution by the Church of Rome,
with his capitulation to the demands of the court of the Inquisition that he renounce
his support of the Copernican theory that the sun was the center of the system, a fact
that Galileo had corroborated through the use of the telescope he had perfected. The
text ends without sentimentality, but there is an inherent poignancy in its picture of
the aging Galileo, forced to deny the truth he believed in, living out the rest of his life
engaged in creative research but burdened by the fact that he had denied his beliefs to
save his life. A brief bibliography is appended.
Cohen, Barbara, The Innkeeper's Daughter. Lothrop, 1979. 79-2421. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-
41906-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51906-7. 160p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67
net.
Rachel Gold is the oldest of three children whose mother runs a small hotel; while
R she is not friendless, the inn is the focus of her life: the staff are friends, as are some
6-9 of the loyal guests. She is especially fond of young Jeff Dulac, but he moves on to
another town; her few ventures into social life with peers have been unsatisfactory.
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Although the story proceeds with little drama until the end of the book, it accelerates
then, as a fire destroys the inn. The one thing the firemen proudly save is a large
portrait Rachel has always disliked as much as her mother likes it; it is Rachel who,
remembering the interest of a guest at the inn who was an art dealer, investigates the
signature and discovers that the painting is worth many thousands. Her mother is
considering marrying another guest, Mr. Jensen, and is surprised when her children
(all of whom she had thought wanted a "normal" home life) want her to use the
money to rebuild the inn, whether she marries Jensen or not. The characters are
convincing, and the writing style has an easy, smooth narrative flow and natural
dialogue.
Cooper, Susan. Jethro and the Jumbie; illus. by Ashley Bryan. Atheneum, 1979. 79-14667.
ISBN 0-689-50140-4. 32p. $6.95.
Soft pencil drawings, line and halftone, reflect both the playfulness and the warmth
R that pervade Cooper's first story for younger children, a story in which her characters
3-4 use the engaging idiom of the Caribbean island where she has lived. Jethro's big
brother had promised he would take the boy fishing when he was eight; now brother
Thomas says that Jethro is too small, too weak. Furious, Jethro storms off, despite
warnings from friends, on the trail where the jumbies, the spirits of the dead, live.
And he meets ajumbie. Refusing to believe, Jethro says, "You is just a figment of the
imagination," and when the jumbie takes horrendous forms to frighten him, it says,
"You not raised right, child. You don' have respect." This humorous treatment works
beautifully to lift the story, so that it is more than a boy-meets-ghost incident, and it is
used to further the action (the jumbie later helps Jethro achieve his wish by frighten-
ing Thomas with dreams in which only Jethro can rescue him) rather than being
incidental to it. The writing is light, but it's polished.
Cresswell, Helen. Bagthorpes V. The World; Being the Fourth Part of The Bagthorpe Saga.
Macmillan, 1979. 79-13260. ISBN 0-02-725420-8. 193p. $6.95.
In the fourth volume about the eccentric, engaging Bagthorpe family, a crisis is
R precipitated when Mr. Bagthorpe (an extremely excitable and often irascible man)
5-7 sees his bank statement, which indicates he is overdrawn by millions. Although it is
* clearly a computer error, the hysterical man decides the family must completely alter
its way of life: no more store-bought vegetables, no more household help, no use of
electricity, and the acquisition of some food-producing livestock. Given the various
degrees of inspired lunacy of the individual Bagthorpes, the ebullience of Cresswell's
writing style, and sophisticated humor, this is as expectably entertaining as were the
first three books.
Curry, Jane Louise. Ghost Lane. Atheneum, 1979. 78-73399. ISBN 0-689-50129-3. 158p.
$7.95.
An excellent mystery-adventure story gives evidence of Curry's maturity as a
R writer, for here she combines strong characters, good dialogue, an intriguing setting,
5-7 and a well-constructed story-line. Richard is eleven, delighted to be away from the
strict aunt with whom he's been living since his mother's death, and equally delighted
to be with his father, an opera singer who has taken a cottage near Glyndebourne for
the season. Becoming friendly with elderly, cherubic Mr. Drew, whose home is filled
with valuable antiques, Richard cannot believe that it is Mr. Drew who is back of a
ring of art thefts, although evidence seems to point to the fact that he is guilty.
Everything works out logically in a solution that is not too pat, and the story moves at
a brisk, but not relentless, pace.
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Delton, Judy. The Best Mom in the World; by Judy Delton and Elaine Knox-Wagner; illus. by
John Faulkner. Whitman, 1979. 78-27238. ISBN 0-8075-0665-6. 32p. Trade ed. $5.25;
Library ed. $3.94 net.
Lee Henry thinks he has the best Mom in the world until the day he comes home to
M find a babysitter who explains that Mom had to work late; the babysitter refuses to
K-2 help Lee Henry do everything and says he should be able to do things for himself.
Angry at the babysitter and Mom, Lee Henry resists his mother's requests for help
and her efforts to make him independent; when she explains that only if he does
things for himself can she be a good mother, he decides that she is, still, the best Mom
in the world. The idea of explaining, through a story, that there's pleasure in coopera-
tive behavior and in independence is good, but this story is weakened by the facts
that Mom had waited on Lee Henry like a servant, that she had made no previous
attempt to help him learn to do chores, and that she did an instant about-face after
talking to the babysitter: not convincing. As described and as pictured (always
glaring and frowning angrily) this does nothing for the image of babysitters.
De Paola, Thomas Anthony. Big Anthony and the Magic Ring; written and illus. by Tomie de
Paola. Harcourt, 1979. 78-23631. Trade ed. ISBN 0-15-207124-5; Paper ed. ISBN
0-15-611907-2. 32p. Trade ed. $7.95; Paper ed. $3.95.
Magic and springtime bring adventure to Big Anthony, man-of-all-work to Strega
Ad Nona, resident witch of Calabria. When Anthony sees Strega Nona use her magic
K-2 ring to become so beautiful she's the belle of the village dance, he borrows the ring.
Tall and handsome (temporarily) he is so sought after as a partner by the Calabrian
women that he runs away, exhausted. The ring sticks, the clamoring women give
chase, and only when Strega Nona intervenes is Big Anthony able to assume his real
appearance. The illustrations, pastel and bucolic, are repetitive but amusing; the
story is told with good pace, but predicament-humor does not come off as well as it
did in Strega Nona, perhaps because the situation is not as comic intrinsically,
perhaps because pursuit by adoring women is of less appeal to young children than
drowning in a river of pasta.
Domanska, Janina. King Krakus and the Dragon; written and illus. by Janina Domanska.
Greenwillow, 1979. 78-12934. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80189-7; Library ed. ISBN
0-688-84189-9. 34p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59 net.
Domanska's combination of stylized, geometric treatment and lavish use of color
R and design have never been more effective than they are in illustrating a traditional
K-3 Polish tale about a humble shoemaker's apprentice who found a way to slay the
* dragon who was ravaging the land in the long-ago days of King Krakus. Dratevka, the
orphaned shoemaker's apprentice, filled a ram's skin with tar and sulphur; the awful
dragon ate it and died, and Dratevka was appointed court shoemaker. An or-
namented frieze runs across the tops and bottoms of the pages; opposite each full-
page painting, the text is handsomely set in ample space, with first-letter ornamenta-
tion adding to the medieval look. Beautiful.
Duncan, Lois. Daughters of Eve. Little, 1979. 79-14918. ISBN 0-316-19550-2. 239p. $7.95.
Restricted to a membership of ten, the Daughters of Eve is the most exclusive club
M at Modesta High School; it is with an invitation to join the group that the story begins.
7-9 The invitations have come to Ruth, unhappy with having all the responsibility at
home (her parents work; she has three brothers who do no house chores), to over-
weight outsider Laura, and to Jane, whose tyrannical father doesn't want her to join
and fights (as usual) with her mother about it. Strongly feminist, the Daughters of Eve
jump Ruth's brother, and shave his head as retribution for his treatment of Laura,
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who has attempted suicide on learning he was using her sexually. Jane, already bitter
about her father's physical cruelty to her mother, is abused by her father; the story
ends with ". .. Jane braced herself and brought the skillet down with all her strength
onto the top of her father's head." In conclusion, "For the Record," a list of each of
the ten Daughters of Eve is appended, describing what each one is doing three years
later. Although the story focuses on the three new members, it includes material
about the other girls, about the influence of the bitter teacher who is sponsor for the
group, about relationships among them, and about the meetings at which they discuss
their problems as a group and as individuals. The style and characterization are
competent, but the book is weakened by the amount of material and number of
characters it covers and it has an embittered tone of hatred that colors the character-
ization to the extent that few of the parents or the males of any age have commend-
able facets to their personalities.
Dunlop, Eileen. Fox Farm. Holt, 1979. 78-14091. ISBN 0-03-049051-0. 149p. $7.95.
Adam had come as a foster child to the Darke family; despite the fact that he was
R the same age as Richard Darke, the two boys had never become friends, nor had
5-7 Richard's parents been able to gain Adam's affection. What they didn't know was
that he had a secret hope that his father, remarried and living in Australia, would send
for him, and that he was hoarding his little money in anticipation of that day. What
brings the boys together is "Foxy," the baby animal they discover after Mr. Darke
has shot a fox that had been after his poultry. They hide Foxy, care for him, use their
pocket money (even Adam's hoard) to feed him. It is a bitter blow to Adam when he
receives a scathing letter from his stepmother, dismissing impatiently his suggestion
that he come to Australia. Adam, once he has adjusted to the blow, can fully accept
his foster family's affection, and he is comforted by the fact that Foxy proves to be a
dog and he can now keep the pet he adores. The story line has good structure and is
intense in focus, but it is the perceptively drawn characters and their relationships,
and the combination of craftsmanship and narrative sense in the writing style that
give the book impact and substance.
Fischer, Leonard Everett. The Factories; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Holi-
day House, 1979. 79-2092. ISBN 0-8234-0367-X. 62p. (Nineteenth Century America.)
$6.95.
Illustrated, as is The Railroads, reviewed below, with skilled and dramatic
R scratchboard drawings, this is one of a new series, "Nineteenth Century America."
5-7 What Fisher does, in addition to providing a detailed account of the first factories, the
growth of the manufacturing industries, and the constant improvements in machines,
techniques, and development of standard parts, is to show how expansion in man-
ufacture changed the fabric of life in the United States. He therefore describes labor
problems, legislation and protest, immigration and child labor, and the reform
movement. Although the writing style is dry, this is an excellent synthesis that covers
a vast amount of material.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. The Railroads; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Holi-
day House, 1979. 79-1458. ISBN 0-8234-0352-1. 62p. (Nineteenth Century America.)
$6.95.
With westward expansion, with the increasing use of steam-powered machines,
R and with owners of large fortunes anxious to invest in enterprises that would increase
5-7 those fortunes, the linking of East and West by rail seems an inevitable development.
In describing the planning and completion of transcontinental railroads, the author
makes it clear that vested interests ignored the incursion into the land (some of it
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"protected" by treaties) of the native American, survived the attacks of desperadoes
like the James brothers, and did indeed make new fortunes or add to old ones. He
also describes some of the advances in design, during the nineteenth century, that
improved the tracks or trains, the functioning of railroads during the Civil War, and
the turmoil that accompanied the emergence of railroad unions. While this is not
quite as well organized as The Factories, having two chronological accounts, nor as
well indexed (no "strikes," no "Chinese," no "Little Big Horn" entries) it is, on the
whole, a competent, fairly comprehensive, and objective survey of the rail linkage
across the continent and the problems it solved or caused.
Fisk, Nicholas. Escape from Splatterbang. Macmillan, 1979. 79-11494. ISBN 0-02-735260-9.
94p. $6.95.
In a science fantasy set on a planet inhabited by hostile "flamers" that attack
Ad people and their space ships, thirteen-year-old Mykl is left alone in the shielded
6-8 settlement when his parents go back to earth. Having sneaked off the ship, he had
been caught in a flamer attack and couldn't get back to the ship. For companionship
and help, he has a friendly computer; later he leaves the settlement and finds a gypsy
girl, Amina, hiding in a small dome. The balance of the story is devoted to Mykl's
attempts to be friendly and to get Amina's help in figuring out a way to escape; it is
Amina who discovers the symbiotic relationship between the metal-hungry flamers
and the strange, ugly animals that prowl the planet. The two are rescued by a starship
from which Mykl's mother travels in a non-metal flivver to reach the children and to
take them back to earth. The situation is inherently dramatic but the story is written
on a superficial level, with little depth of characterization and with a heavy depen-
dence on the exotic or eerie to give color. The setting and the dilemma will undoubt-
edly appeal to science fiction buffs, but the story is weakened by contrivance and by
the chatty dialogue of the anthropomorphic computer.
Geras, Adele. The Girls in the Velvet Frame. Atheneum, 1979. 79-12352. ISBN 0-689-30729-2.
149p. $6.95.
The setting is Jerusalem, the time pre-World War I, the girls the five daughters of
R widowed Sarah Bernstein, whose only son is in the United States, unheard of for
5-7 months. The Bernsteins live in a small, shabby apartment; although their mother
doesn't really approve of her husband's sister Mimi, it's Aunt Mimi's home the girls
love: the rich colors, the bibelots, the dishes of candy as sweet and colorful as Aunt
Mimi herself. It is she who arranges for a photograph of the girls, the velvet-framed
surprise for their mother's birthday, the picture that makes it possible for them to get
in touch with their long-silent brother. The story has a sweet, cozy quality in its
recital of small adventures, family problems, and the concerns that are universal for
small and adolescent girls; it's pervaded by family affection and written with both
nostalgia and humor.
Gessner, Lynne.Edge Of Darkness. Walker, 1979. 79-4859. ISBN 0-8027-6367-7. 181p. $8.95.
Davids Ozols is thirteen in 1941, the middle child of a Latvian farm family that lives
Ad in constant fear of the occupying Russian forces. He runs the farm after his father is
6-9 taken by the NKVD, and he is helped by a Russian deserter, Peter, and the old family
friend, Oskars. They rejoice when the Germans drive the Russians off, but soon learn
that they have equally oppressive masters. Davids participates in some underground
activity, spends fifteen months as an orderly in a German P.O.W. camp, comes home
to find that Nazi tyranny has intensified, and agrees to flee abroad. His mother is
killed en route to the coast, but his father turns up. By this time (1944) Davids knows
that it is Oskars who had betrayed his father, and it is Peter, the suspect Bolshevik
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who proves to be the son of an old Jewish friend, who is the loyal protector of the
family. The story gives an unusual viewpoint of World War II, and it's capably
written although a bit turgid with dramatic incidents.
Gilbert, Harriett. Running Away. Harper, 1979. 79-1937. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021972-6; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-06-021973-4. 266p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79 net.
Jane is at boarding school, in this English story (the author's first book for adoles-
Ad cent readers), and disturbed both because her mother is ill after a premature delivery
7-9 of a seventh child, and because nobody seemed to remember she was supposed to go
home for the weekend. Invited to go home by a classmate, Jane's pleased, because
she's met Audrey's elegant mother and liked her and because she looks forward to
being in London. But she hadn't known there was tension between Audrey and her
mother, or that the latter could be so malicious to her children. Dismayed, Jane
warms to Audrey's brother-in-law Gary, who's been kind. When she's back in school
and there's a rift with Audrey, she calls Gary. He hastily drives to the school to calm
her panic and is dismayed when she declares her love. Then she takes the wheel, kills
(she thinks) a staff member's cat, and is overwhelmed by her guilt. Well ... the cat
proves to be alive, Audrey and Jane patch it up, Jane gets over Gary, and she realizes
that she needn't feel a pawn of fate controlled by other people, that she has some say
over her destiny. That, in fact, her lot isn't too unhappy. The ending is weak, and the
story has a strong element of tension, but the characters are convincing, the writing is
smooth, and the book is written with sustained pace.
Goffstein, M. B. Neighbors; written and illus. by M. B. Goffstein. Harper, 1979. 78-19491.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022018-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022019-8. 28p. Trade ed.
$5.95; Library ed. $6.89 net.
Four episodes, one in each of the year's seasons, describe the beginnings of a
Ad neighborly relationship in a book that is simply written and is illustrated with small,
K-2 homely drawings of two women. It is the older resident who tells the story: bringing a
pie to the new neighbor; cleaning her house before inviting the new neighbor in, only
to find the latter at her door with a bunch of flowers; having a first breakfast together.
With no children in the story, a static quality to the writing, and a slow pace to the
development of the relationship ("I spent a lonely year," the newcomer says) this
seems less likely to appeal to children than do Goffstein's earlier books, although it
has the same direct, ingenuous quality.
Greenfeld, Howard. Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur; illus. by Elaine Grove. Holt, 1979.
79-4818. ISBN 0-03-044756-9. 31p. $5.95.
Framed pictures of Biblical scenes, stylized and with a medieval quality, illustrate
R a serious and dignified text that describes the meaning, the importance, and the
5-7 details of the religious observances of two major Jewish holidays. Greenfeld treats
his subject with reverence, stressing the spiritual quality of the celebration of Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. The Bear And The Kingbird; A Tale From The Brothers Grimm;
tr. by Lore Segal; illus. by Chris Conover. Farrar, 1979. 79-118605. ISBN 0-374-
30618-4. 30p. $8.95.
A simple and smooth translation of the story in which the creatures of the air war
R with those of land and sea. The reason? The bear has insulted the kingbird's nest-
K-3 lings, who threaten a hunger strike unless their honor is satisfied. The outcome? A
wasp stings the fox under his tail, the tail droops, the bear's forces know that this is
the agreed signal for retreat. Later, the bear apologizes. Not one of the strongest of
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the Grimm tales, this is given panache by the imaginative and intricate paintings; they
are fantastically detailed, a bit crowded, but framed and embellished with romantic
turrets, clouds, vines, and an absolute frenzy of colorful birds and beasts.
Harris, Janet. The Woman Who Created Frankenstein; A Portrait of Mary Shelley. Harper,
1979. 78-19481. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022228-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022229-8.
216p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
Daughter of two famous social thinkers and reformers, Mary Godwin disgraced
R herself in the prim world of 1814 by running off with the poet Shelley, a married man,
8- when she was sixteen, and bearing his child. Although they later married, the two
were never accepted by society, never forgiven by Mary's father. She wrote Fran-
kenstein when she was nineteen, and much of this biography is devoted to the book
as a pioneer volume of science fiction, as an incorporation of many of Mary Shelley's
ideas and personal experiences, and as the catalyst for almost thirty films. As a
biography this is candid and comprehensive, well-written save for the author's occa-
sional digression into background information, as in the sixth chapter, in which
Harris goes back to ancient times to begin an assessment of social, political, theologi-
cal, and scientific attitudes as they changed and led to the period in which Mary
Shelley lived. An index, a divided bibliography, a chronology, and an annotated list
of films are appended.
Heller, Linda, illus. Lily at the Table. Macmillan, 1979. 79-11415. ISBN 0-02-743530-X. 32p.
$6.95.
Wordless, the dot-textured black and white pictures telling a slight story that
NR combines realism and fantasy, this has little beyond the exploitation of a situation to
4-6 hold it together, although the pictures are often technically ingenious. A small girl sits
yrs. at the table, doesn't eat but plays with her food, and is (apparently) sent away from
the table. Then there is a fantasy sequence in which Lily plays with or on giant foods,
sliding down a stalk of celery, fishing in a soup bowl, resting on a mattress of bread,
etc. In the last frame, abruptly, she is back at the table, eating. This fails in the prime
requisite of a wordless picture book: it doesn't tell its story clearly.
Hirsh, Marilyn. The Secret Dinosaur; written and illus. by Marilyn Hirsh. Holiday House,
1979. 79-1492. ISBN 0-8234-0353-X. 40p. $6.95.
When Bill and Jane discover the rock on which they're having a picnic is actually a
Ad dinosaur, they leap into the water; the dinosaur eats their peanut butter sandwiches
1-3 and clearly wants more. They make a pet of him, call him "Peanuts," and tell their
parents about him, but when their parents come outdoors to look, Peanuts hides on
top of the house. Mother is suspicious about all the peanut butter sandwiches her
children make, but she never sees the dinosaur, and she knows they're extinct
anyway. The story ends with all four members of the family having a picnic on the
"rock" that Mom and Dad don't know is a dinosaur. And Bill and Jane never tell.
The illustrations have some humor and action, but little artistic proficiency; the story
also has humor, but it is little more than an extended gag; however, it will, because of
the subject, probably appeal to beginning independent readers.
Hurwitz, Johanna. Aldo Applesauce; illus. by John Wallner. Morrow, 1979. 79-16200. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-688-22199-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32199-2. 127p. Trade ed. $7.50;
Library ed. $7.20 net.
Aldo Sossi liked everything about living in the suburbs instead of the city but his
Ad new school; everyone in fourth grade teased him and called him "Aldo applesauce"
3-4 after he spilled some applesauce at lunch. The one real friend he made was DeDe, the
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girl in his class who sported a paste-on moustache; when Aldo discovered that she
wore the moustache to look like her father (divorced) he talked DeDe into rejecting
the moustache by assuring her that her father would love her anyway, she didn't need
to try to resemble him. Nicely written and lightly humorous, this doesn't have much
of a story line, but it's realistic and has good family relationships.
Jacobs, Francine. Africa's Flamingo Lake; illus. with photographs by Jerome Jacobs. Mor-
row, 1979. 79-13117. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-22197-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32197-6.
80p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.71 net.
Lake Nakuru, in Kenya, is the focal point of a national park, a reservation
R established in part because of pressure from conservationists the world over. Filled
4-6 with sodium carbonate and the algae that thrive on it and form the base of a simple
food chain, the lake attracts not only enormous numbers of flamingos but also many
other kinds of birds. Jacobs describes the flora and fauna of the area in a direct,
serious writing style that is simple and authoritative. The index is adequate, the
photographs vary in technical quality but are interesting.
Jacobs, William Jay. Mother, Aunt Susan and Me; The First Fight For Women's Rights.
Coward, 1979. 78-25715. ISBN 0-698-20480-8. 61p. illus. with photographs. $7.50.
The story of the long battle for women's rights is told from the viewpoint of Harriot
R Stanton, whose life spanned the early struggles of her mother, Elizabeth Cady Stan-
5-7 ton, and her "aunt," Susan B. Anthony, to obtain the vote for women, and the
beginning of the battle to pass an Equal Rights Amendment, a cause in which she
herself was active in the 1930s. Although the contributions of Anthony and Stanton
are recorded in many books for young readers, this has-due to the first-person
format-an intimacy and immediacy that make the details of the fight for equality
vivid. Liberally illustrated with photographs, the book is well researched, capably
written, and prudent in its balance of dramatic events and personal observations by
the putative "author," Harriot.
Jessel, Camilla. Life at the Royal Ballet School; written and illus. with photographs by Camilla
Jessel. Methuen, 1979. 79-12162. ISBN 0-416-30191-6. 144p. $10.95.
Unlike most books about ballet, this is designed neither to present ballet history,
R attempt to teach the art, or introduce contemporary dancers and choreographers. It is
6- a most successful effort to show the slow, arduous, dedicated work that goes into
becoming a ballet dancer; the focus is not on examples of perfection but on improve-
ment. Jessel's excellent photographs show individual children and class groups as
they progress through degrees of proficiency, and the pictures-like the text-
emphasize both the exercises that strengthen the dancer's body and the individual
movements to which they contribute grace and control. The text also describes the
ways in which students are evaluated, schooled in other subjects, and guided to
either a career in the Royal Ballet, or, if they must, for any reason, be dropped from
the school's program, to an alternate career. Informative, clearly written, and crisp in
attitude.
Kherdian, David. The Road from Home; The Story of an Armenian Girl. Greenwillow, 1979.
78-72511. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80205-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84205-4. 238p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59 net.
This is not a full biography, but an account of those terrible and dramatic years in
R the life of Veron Dumehjian (the author's mother) when she, with the rest of her
7- family, was deported from Turkey and, with other Armenians, went on the long
march during which so many died of fatigue, disease, malnutrition, and despair. The
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story is told by Veron, effectively contrasting the comfort and security of her child-
hood with the abrupt deportation, the fear of the unknown, the bitterness of separa-
tion. All of her immediate family died, and she eventually escaped and lived with an
aunt in Greece, coming to the United States as a bride in an arranged marriage when
she was sixteen. There are some points at which the narrative lags, but it does not
often lose momentum, and it is written convincingly from Veron's viewpoint; as a
document of tragedy, courage, and hope it is touching.
Lasker, David. The Boy Who Loved Music; illus. by Joe Lasker. Viking, 1979. 79-14651. ISBN
0-670-18385-7. 48p. $8.95.
Although the title is not indicative of the focus of this historical fiction (the "boy,"
Ad Karl, has only two or three remarks in the first dozen pages, and no comment about
3-5 him) the book has some basis in fact, it gives a quite vivid picture of the opulence of
the Esterhazy court and the status of court musicians in the eighteenth century, and it
doesn't indulge in too much fictionalizing about Haydn, who was Esterhazy's music
director. Most of the vivid detail comes from the paintings rather than the text; the
pictures have excellent period details, particularly in the costumes. The plot: the
musicians are anxious to get back to Vienna and their families; the prince spurns
Haydn's polite request for knowing when the summer palace household will break
up, so Haydn writes a symphony that impels Esterhazy to leave. Karl, the boy of the
title, is a horn player in Haydn's orchestra, and he figures in two anecdotes in the
story but is not instrumental in affecting action, and certainly not the major character
in the story.
Levin, Betty. Landfall. Atheneum, 1979. 79-12421. ISBN 0-689-50148-X. 198p. $8.95.
Before Liddy had left for a trip to London with her aunt and uncle, she had been
Ad mesmerized by a lecturer at school who'd shown a film and talked about diving for
6-9 treasure; it wasn't the treasure that fascinated her, but the haunting face of a seal off
the lonely Scottish island of Kelda. A girl there had become her pen pal, and now
Liddy was to visit Kelda. Arriving, she learned that Brigid was hospitalized and
confused after a swimming accident. As she becomes embroiled in the affairs of
Brigid's family and the concerns of the divers, Liddy is increasingly ambivalent: for
one thing, she is sure that she has talked to a seal-human; for another, one man there
is suspected by some of shooting seals yet he is hotly defended by those who refuse
to believe it. The move from realism to fantasy, as the seal-human character enters
the story, is not convincing, nor is Liddy's immediate involvement in helping to run
the guest house for Brigid's mother; in other respects, the book is strong, with an
interesting setting, a diversified cast, good dialogue and writing style.
Lexau, Joan M. The Spider Makes a Web; illus. by Arabelle Wheatley. Hastings House, 1979.
78-75103. ISBN 0-8038-6766-2. 40p. $5.95.
Illustrated with carefully detailed, realistic tinted drawings that are nicely inte-
R grated with the text, this is an accurate but simplified description of the life cycle of
2-3 one variety of spider, the Shamrock spider. Lexau begins with the new-born spider
spinning her silk, floating with the breeze until she lands, and spinning her first web.
She describes the way in which the spider catches and feeds on her prey, the way in
which she responds to a male spider drumming a mating signal on her web, and
(omitting any mention of the mating process) how, at the end of her brief life span, the
spider lays her eggs and wraps them in silk to protect them. The text concludes with
the emergence of the baby spiders from their silk cradle on a warm, breezy spring
day. A very nice first book on the subject, direct and clear.
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Lionni, Leo. Geraldine, the Music Mouse; written and illus. by Leo Lionni. Pantheon Books,
1979. 79-932. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84238-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94238-8. 30p.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.99 net.
Oversize pages afford ample space for the large-scale crayon pictures, handsome in
R composition and soft in mood, that illustrate the story of a mouse who learns to
3-5 appreciate the higher things in life. Nibbling delightedly on a huge piece of cheese,
yrs. Geraldine discovers a cheese statue within the Parmesan. She is enthralled when the
statue, using its own tail as a flute, plays lovely music at night; when she tells her
friends, they refuse to believe her. Trying to explain what "music" is, Geraldine
puffs and tweets on her tail-and then it happens! She is playing lovely music. The
other mice agree that they cannot eat the statue, but Geraldine announces joyfully
that they can, because now the music is in her. Simple, imaginative, and tender, the
story should appeal both because of its originality and because of its structure: it
poses a problem, it offers a solution, and it ends with a satisfying flourish.
Litsky, Frank. The Winter Olympics. Watts, 1979. 79-10600. ISBN 0-531-02946-8. 87p. illus.
with photographs. $5.90.
After brief descriptions of the first Winter Olympics, which began in 1924, and of
R the conflicting opinions about the event, Litsky discusses the purposes of Olympics.
4- The body of the text, liberally illustrated with action photographs of Olympic
medalists, is devoted to descriptions of each of the ensuing Winter Olympics and to
the winners or the special problems of each. Full lists of the winners of all medals
follow, by year and also by event, as do a brief bibliography and an index. The book
doesn't give coverage in depth, and the writing style is undistinguished, but the text
covers all the highlights, and the appended lists give the book reference use.
Lowry, Lois. Anastasia Krupnik. Houghton, 1979. 79-18625. ISBN 0-395-28629-8. 114p. illus.
$6.95.
Anastasia is ten, articulate, precocious, and the only child of a painter and a
R professor of literature who grieve her by their announcement that she is going to have
4-6 (tests have shown) a baby brother. Bitterly, she announces her departure, but is
* convinced not to be precipitate; she adds "Babies" to the hate column of the running
list she keeps of "Things I Love" and "Things I Hate," a device that's used at the
end of each chapter. Items change columns frequently as Anastasia changes her mind
about almost everything. There are poignant moments like a holiday visit from a
senile grandmother who can't remember Anastasia's name or recognize her, hilarious
ones like a visit to her father's poetry class or a vigorous argument with her mother
about changing her name because it's so long she can't get it on a tee shirt without
having some letters under her armpits. The writing is lively, funny, and above all,
intelligent. The relationship between Anastasia and her parents is superbly drawn,
and the dialogue is a delight. In fact, the whole book is a delight.
Macaulay, David. Motel Of The Mysteries; written and illus. by David Macaulay. Houghton,
1979. 79-14860. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-395-28424-4; Paper ed. ISBN 0-395-28425-2.
96p. Hardcover ed. $8.95; Paper ed. $4.95.
In a clever and diverting spoof, Macaulay pokes fun at some of the aspects of our
R society, at archeologists, and at sensational journalese. His drawings are as meticu-
6- lously detailed, as deftly executed, and as handsomely composed as in all of his
* earlier books, but more expressive of Macaulay's pointed wit and sense of humor.
This is a record of the discovery and interpretation of a vast, complex burial site (a
motel) in the ancient country of Usa; Howard Carson, a diligent amateur archeologist
of the year 4022 has fallen down a shaft and made his great find. There are separate
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burial chambers, one of which is intact and contains a skeleton on a Ceremonial
Platform (bed) facing the Great Altar (television set) and-in the Inner Chamber-
another skeleton in a white sarcophagus (bathtub) is surrounded by sacred objects
like the Sacred Urn and Sacred Parchment. The repeated allusions to Carter and his
discovery of Tut's tomb may escape some readers, but there's enough sophisticated
but obvious humor to entertain them anyway, and it's all given high polish by the
serious and reverent tone of the writing.
Manes, Stephen. The Boy Who Turned into a TV Set; illus. by Michael Bass. Coward, 1979.
78-31436. ISBN 0-698-20491-3. 32p. $6.95.
No, not another story about a child who wanders into the world depicted on a
M television screen, but about a child who actually becomes a television set. Just as his
3-5 mother had warned Ogden, an inveterate TV watcher, "If you keep on watching so
much, you might just turn into a television," he suddenly found that he couldn't open
his mouth and say what he wanted; instead, out came a fragment of a commercial or a
phrase from a show. The doctor could do nothing; the TV repairwoman could only
point out that Ogden could turn himself off (the picture appeared on his belly) by
poking his bellybutton. He got a job as a part of a store display, he was popular with
his friends, but Ogden grew tired of television; he taped his middle and eventually
lost the ability to turn himself on. There's a mild joke at the end about eating so much
turkey he might just turn into a turkey, but the ending does rather slope off. The
illustrations are overly busy, with stiff, awkward figures and almost-grotesque
faces-grim rather than comic. The writing style is adequate, the concept mildly
amusing, and development of the story line labored.
Mazer, Norma Fox. Up in Seth's Room. Delacorte, 1979. 79-2102. ISBN 0-440-08920-4. 199p.
$7.95.
Finn, fifteen, had always been truthful to her parents, always been on good terms
Ad with them. Now it was different; she had fallen in love with Seth and was forbidden to
7-10 see him, in part because he was eighteen, in part because he was the brother of the
man her sister Maggie lived with. Finn's parents would have nothing to do with
Maggie. Up in Seth's room, on her secret visits, Finn responded ardently to his
love-making but refused to have intercourse. They fought and made up-but Finn
still refused; Seth decided to leave town and take another job; they parted friends,
but on a poignant note, knowing they would never forget. "You'll love other
people," Seth said, and Finn answered, "Yes, but not for a long time." The love
story is balanced by Finn's problems with her parents, their and her relationships
with Maggie, and by Finn's involvement with other friends. It's a bittersweet book,
not strong in plot but strong in development and in its characterizations and re-
lationships.
Mearian, Judy Frank. Two Ways About It. Dial, 1979. 79-10029. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-8797-
9; Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-8796-0. 166p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.45 net.
Annie's eleven, happy to be an only child and aware that her parents get along
R better than most married couples; she's also aware that her fourteen-year-old cousin
5-7 Lou spends every summer with them because her own parents bicker constantly.
There are two ways about it, Annie feels: in some ways she enjoys having Lou
around, in others (she resents being called "dumb" and "baby" and she's a bit
jealous of the attention her mother gives Lou) she hates it. But when trouble comes,
it's a help to have her cousin there, for Lou really tries to make it easier for Annie to
accept and adjust to her mother's mastectomy. Mearian is matter-of-fact about
Mom's operation, and she doesn't fall into the trap of using her story as a vehicle for
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information. This is a better-than-most first novel, with Annie a convincing teller of
the tale; the writing style is smooth, and the expression of Annie's ambivalence
convincing.
Miles, Patricia. A Disturbing Influence. Lothrop, 1979. 79-14234. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-
41911-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51911-3. 160p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67
net.
In a deftly-crafted story by an English author, sixteen-year-old Andrew becomes
R intrigued by a girl he runs into, a girl whose air of freedom he envies; hunting
7-10 everywhere for her, he is shocked when he runs into her again and she is rude and
hostile. He suspects she is taking refuge in an abandoned house; he is completely
surprised to learn that she's the runaway older sister of a friend and that she's been
involved in a counterfeiting scheme, a plot development in which Andrew had
already become interested. The more dramatic elements of the book are nicely bal-
anced by episodes about Andrew's family and friends, and about the family of the
"disturbing influence," whose quiet sister is Andrew's girl friend, whose mother is a
compulsive and flighty spendthrift, and whose grandmother is an alcoholic. Miles is
adroit in her incisive characterizations of such minor characters, and she handles the
shifts of viewpoint with easy smoothness in a story that has good pace and style.
Pavey, Peter. One Dragon's Dream; written and illus. by Peter Pavey. Bradbury, 1979.
79-12008. ISBN 0-87888-148-4. 30p. $7.95.
A fantasy adventure has game elements, has peripheral use as a counting book, and
R has pages crowded with strange combinations of objects that achieve a rich tapestry
4-6 effect rather than seeming mere clutter. The dragon, red-scaled, clawed and corpu-
yrs. lent, looking like a grotesque chicken when he's upright, dreams of a series of
persecutions by other animals ("5 five cranky kangaroos hopped around and fenced
him in, 6 six stern storks tried and sentenced him . .") and his travails are shown in
a series of double-page spreads in exquisitely textured detail, with fine use of color,
some of the flora and fauna of the artist's native Australia, and strange, unexpected
objects scattered about the pictures: racquets, pen nibs, and lemons scattered along a
city street; a barrage of ornamental balloons rising above turreted roofs and carrying
elephants in their no-two-alike baskets. Despite the faulty rhyme, an ingenious treat.
Plotz, Helen, comp. This Powerful Rhyme; A Book of Sonnets. Greenwillow, 1979. 79-14037.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-668-80226-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-668-84226-7. 150p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.63 net.
The compiler discourses briefly but knowledgeably on the sonnet form in her
R introduction, and uses sonnets about sonnets as the first section of this anthology;
7- succeeding poems are grouped under the rubrics of daily life, politics and history,
religion, love and friendship, and time. The selections range from sixteenth-century
writing to the work of contemporary poets; Plotz has-as she states in the
introduction-omitted some of the best-known sonnets of Keats, Shakespeare, Shel-
ley, and Wordsworth in order to give space to lesser-known poems. Indexes give
access to a collection notable for its broad range and its discriminating selectivity.
Potter, Marian. The Shared Room. Morrow, 1979. 79-18012. Trade. ed. ISBN 0-688-22209-9;
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32209-3. 192p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67 net.
Catherine, ten, doesn't know where her father is and, until her classmates tease her
Ad about it, doesn't know that her hospitalized mother is mentally ill. Living with her
4-6 grandparents, she has been refused information whenever she asked questions about
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her mother. Angry at her classmates, she fights with a group of them and they
tauntingly dub her "Ali," the name used throughout the rest of the book. On a new
regimen, her mother is deemed well enough to come home; Ali is delighted, but her
mother can't quite make it and decides that she will go to a halfway house. The story
has good pace and its events are believable, but it is uneven in characterization:
there's a fine depiction of Ali's teacher, and her mother is drawn in restrained but
sympathetic fashion, but Ali's grandmother is an almost stereotyped whiner, and the
elementary school counselor seems a caricature.
Stanek, Muriel. Growl When You Say R; illus. by Phil Smith. Whitman, 1979. 79-171. ISBN
0-8075-3074-3. 32p. Trade ed. $5.25; Library ed. $3.94 net.
Robbie has an articulation disorder, pronouncing "R" as "W." When he moves to
M a new town and a new school, his classmates tease him, and his teacher recommends
2-3 a speech class. He finds the class is fun; they use puppets, use a microphone to
record their own speech, and-primarily-practice exercises that will help them with
their speech problems. When some of the class gets lost during a trip to the zoo,
Robbie's chief tormentor, Steve, is too nervous to use a microphone; it is Robbie
(used to a microphone) who announces "R-r-roberts School, Bus Number-r-r-r 9.
Wait for-r-r us!"' and wins the approbation of his teacher and the admiration of Steve.
While this gives an accurate representation of the mechanics of speech therapy and
can help children with no problems understand the difficulties of those who do have
problems, it seems a contrived story, adequately written but obtrusively purposive, a
fact that is accentuated by the foreword, addressed to adults rather than to the
primary grades readers who are the intended audience.
Starbird, Kaye. The Covered Bridge House; illus. by Jim Arnosky. Four Winds, 1979. 79-
11418. ISBN 0-590-07544-6. 53p. $6.95.
Deft little lozenge-framed black or silhouette pictures illustrate a collection of
R poems that, with few exceptions, fall into two categories: lyric poems, usually about
4-6 some facet of natural beauty, and narrative poems, which tend to be long and very
funny. The lyric poetry is often moving and evocative, the narrative poems occasion-
ally seem self-consciously comic; it's a nice mix, however, and there's little question
that the humor and action of the longer poems will appeal to children.
Supraner, Robyn. Mystery at the Zoo; illus. by Bert Dodson. Troll, 1979. 78-60126. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-89375-079-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-89375-091-3. 48p. $4.89.
Michael headed straight for the zoo every day when school was over; he went
NR straight to the cage of Simba the lion and Simba would tell him stories of the beauty of
2-4 Africa and of the lovely lioness Serena. One day Simba escaped, and terrified
bystanders offered a reward. Michael, however, was worried about Simba being
hurt. Sure he knew how to find the lion, Michael went to a lecture on "The African
Plains," to a museum exhibit, and then to a circus. Sure enough, when Serena was
brought into the ring, Simba roared a welcome from the top of the grandstand.
"People were frightened when they saw the mighty lion," the text continues, not
explaining how they hadn't happened to notice him until that moment. Even in a
fantasy with a talking lion, it seems illogical to assume that Simba could have known
about a lecture, a museum, and a circus. The story ends with Simba and Serena
together in a cage at the zoo, presumably because the circus lion tamer, at Michael's
suggestion, has sold the lioness to the zoo. Not a believable fantasy, only moderately
well written, this is illustrated in commercial art style on tightly-bound pages that
often obscure the centers of double-page spreads.
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Turner, Stephen C. Our Noisy World. Messner, 1979. 79-13210. ISBN 0-671-32987-1. 64p.
illus. $6.97.
Turner describes the functioning of the human ear and the way in which sound is
Ad conducted as background information for a discussion of noise pollution and the
4-6 physical and emotional stress or damage it can cause. Much of the text is devoted to
citing the number of decibels produced by particular vehicles, machines, or ac-
tivities, and to research on their effects on people; the book concludes with a section
of suggestions for home demonstrations, particularly in measuring or controlling
noise. There is some discussion of restrictive legislative measures that have been
passed, but little comment on enforcement or on the prevalence of low-decibel but
continuous noise (piped music) to which people may be captive listeners. There are
some examples of careless editing in the book, such as, "But if you whisper softly to
a friend, is your whisper-rated at 30 decibels-is 1,000 times louder than zero
decibels." A glossary and index are included.
Waldeman, Jeri. Pitcher in Left Field; by Jeri and Neil Waldman; illus. by Neil Waldman.
Prentice-Hall, 1979. 74-2327. ISBN 0-13-676411-8. 63p. $5.95.
Soft, greyed tones in the realistic black and white pictures give a subdued effect
Ad despite the fact that many of the illustrations show action. The story is also low-
3-4 keyed, adequately told but weakened by the patterned structure: a beginning player
on a Little League team, Tommy daydreams so much he loses games for his team.
Then (via daydream) he gets a peptalk on teamwork from his idol, Yogi Berra; he
beings to pay attention and his combination of good fielding and good hitting wins the
last game of the season and puts Tommy's team into the playoffs. Not outstanding,
but good fodder for voracious baseball fans.
Williams, Jay. The Surprising Things Maui Did; illus. by Charles Mikolaycak. Four Winds,
1979. 79-5069. ISBN 0-590-07553-5. 38p. $8.95.
Maui, the Polynesian deity, is one of the most popular figures in Hawaiian folklore,
R and Williams has incorporated many of his legendary deeds as episodes in this book.
K-3 He uses the storyteller's device of a catch-phrase opening for each episode: "In those
days, long ago, things were different . . ." after introducing Maui as the eleventh
child whose poor mother had given him to the God of the Sea to raise, and who
returned as a young man who was as lazy as he was powerful. Maui creates the birds,
lifts the sky, forces the sun to lengthen its day, and pulls up an island when, taunted
by his brothers for laziness, he agrees to go fishing. The book is oversize, which
affords Mikolaycak a splendid opportunity to use the space for lavish, flowing, imag-
inative paintings in dark jewel-tone colors set off by white space and defined by
strong lines amid the swirling of blue-green waves or riotous burning tones of tropical
flowers.
Winthrop, Elizabeth. Journey to the Bright Kingdom; illus. by Charles Mikolaycak. Holiday
House, 1979. 78-23261. ISBN 0-8234-0357-2. 45p. $7.95.
An adaptation of the Japanese folktale "The Rolling Rice Cakes" is illustrated with
R soft black and white pictures that have remarkable fidelity to traditional Far Eastern
3-5 brush painting. Here the wife of a ferryman, a woman widely known for her percep-
tive sketches, goes blind, and when she has a baby daughter, Kiyo, the young mother
carefully tells her all about the beautiful world around them. It is the mother who
suggests, when Kiyo is older, that perhaps her daughter can find out about the
legendary muscine kingdom of Kakure-sato. Kiyo befriends some mice, tells them
that her mother would rather die than not be able to see, and is granted a visit to
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Kakure-sato, where there is no deafness or blindness. So mother and daughter go
below the earth, where they gaze at each other with love. They receive the traditional
gift of a tiny bundle of rice, but it is a magical gift that replenishes itself. The greater
gift, for Kiyo's mother, has been the sight of her daughter. "Now, when I hear your
voice, I can see your face in front of me. As long as I can see you, I am not truly
blind." And when they return home, the mother cheerfully becomes independent;
even in her old age she can see, the story closes, "inside her dark world the bright
kingdom of Kakure-sato." The adaptation is nicely told, but it lacks the directness of
the folk tradition; it reads aloud well but the pace is slowed by embellishment.
Wiseman, Bernard. Morris Tells Boris Mother Moose Stories and Rhymes. Dodd, 1979. 79-
694. ISBN 0-396-07693-9. 48p. $5.95.
Morris the Moose tells his sleepy friend Boris the Bear the story of the Four Bears
Ad and Goldilocks (Four? Yes, because Boris is added to the cast) and some Mother
1-2 Moose rhymes, like "Hickory dickory dock / The moose ran up the clock," and a bit
of the tale about the moose that laid a golden egg. Boris, a cantankerous sort,
interrupts and contradicts everything that Morris says; eventually, they are worn out
and the bedtime stories put both of them to sleep. It's an amusing situation, with
some word play, stretched a bit to make a story for beginning independent readers.
The illustrations are in cartoon style.
Wright, Lawrence. City Children, Country Summer. Scribner, 1979. 79-1348. ISBN 0-684-
16144-3. 203p. $8.95.
Wright's articulate and animated writing style gives this account of the summer
R visit of a group of city children (under the auspices of the Fresh Air Fund) to an
8- Amish community the flow and color of a work of fiction. Most of the visitors are
* from minority groups; some come to the same family for their country fortnight for
several years in a row and establish deep bonds; others are resistant either because of
cultural conflict or because of inherent problems. The text threads back and forth
from one host-guest incident to another, giving background on both the ways of life
and the individuals, contrasting institutions, illuminating changes. The author does
not sit in judgment, but he does draw some pithy conclusions about the effects of the
confrontation, especially on the ghetto children. His characters are not case studies,
they come alive, and they are capable of evoking a reader's sympathy, amusement,
and understanding.
Zwerin, Raymond A. Shabbat Can Be; written by Raymond A. Zwerin and Audrey Friedman
Marcus; illus. by Yuri Salzman. Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1979.
78-70669. ISBN 0-8074-0023-8. 54p. $4.95.
An oversize book with colorful but mediocre illustrations is so tightly bound that
NR some of the pictures or the text is lost on some pages. Intended as a happy recital of
K-2 what the Sabbath Day can mean, the text is vitiated by the fact that it includes, in
addition to such comprehensible and relevant statements as "SHABBAT can be your
mother's eyes as she lights the candles," or "SHABBAT can be warm in synagogue
with your family and your friends" to such generalized statements as "SHABBAT
can be the nice way you feel just before you fall asleep," or "SHABBAT can be your
happiest dreams." This could be used as an adjunct to a religious education program,
but it is unattractive visually and not very substantial.
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